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1 • 1N7.HCJDUG7•1 ON 

1.1 Geoffrey A. Woods a sawdoctoring expert undertook a 
three-month mission to Dl'R Aorea from 14th August to l:ltb 
Nove•ber 1989 under the UNJJl'/UNlJJU project - Establisb•ent of a 
l'ilot ¥urni ture l'lant ( Dl'/DRK/86/011) as J::xpert .zn 1·001 
Maintenance. 

His brief s.·as to commission the 1'ool and Cutter 
Grinding l'lachine purchased as part of the equipment supplied by 
the UNJJJ' input and installed at the l"Tongyang Wood Go•plex and 
train Got.•er:iment counterpart staff in its use and in the correct 
maintenance of all cutting agents to be used in the pilot 
furniture plant. ln addition to prepare a manual on the use of 
the 1·001 and Cutter Grinding Machine and the correct sharpening 
of the cutting agents used. 

llr. Yu Sang Gil from the General Bureau of Building 
Materials acted as guide and llr. Gba Vbol Ho, teacher frcm the 
l'yongyang Uni t.•ersi ty of Foreign Studies acted as interpreter. 
llr. Li Ghun Gyu, Head of the 1'echnical JJepartment and his 
Assistant llr. Li Si Gu ;worked with and greatly assisted the 
expert in ot.·ercoming practical problems encountered Jd thin the 
factory. llr. N. llalis the c, .. 1~ of the project returned during 
the expert's mission and so was able to act immediately to the 
request for additional items of equipment for the tool room 
although none of the equipment ordered will arrive before the 
expert leat.·es. 1'he expert would 1 ike to thank all the abot.·e 
together 1.-i th the numerous workers at the l'a ctory and UNJJJ' staff 
who helped in any s.·ay s.·i th the work of the assignment. 

1.2 Although the expert's brief was mainly concerned with 
the maintenance of tooling in the l'ilot l!'urni tu re l'lant set.·eral 
reasons made it necessary to look at other maintenance problems 
throughout the Complex. 1'hese were as follows: 

(a} None of the machines in the l'ilot l'lant were working 
and so had not Blunted any tools for sharpening; 

(b) Very few of the machines in the l'ilot J'lant use tools 
which need sharpening there being only a few Nouter bits, JJr.zlls 
and 1·. C.1'. circular sai. blades apart from the Spindle moulding 
machine for s.·hich no tools had arritted; and 

(c) Very serious problems existed in other parts of the 
Complex which could not be ignored and in any case served as 
training examples for the counterpart staff and pro1dded much 
needed tooling to be sharpened. 
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1'he l'yongyang lt'ood Complex 

2 .1 1'he l'yongyang lt'ood Complex is quite large and is spread 
o"·er a large area in many separate buildings tdth each building 
housing different activities with what appears to be little co
ordination between the "·arious sections. There may be some 
logical explanation for this if one looked back into the history 
of the Complex but the expert does feel that perhaps it is an 
appropriate time td th nes.· in1'·estments in equipment being 
en"·isaged to look at the factory as a WHOLJ:: and see if 
improvements could be made in the utilization of the existing 
machinery which is often duplicated in the "·arious sections and 
is seldom seen to be fully occupied. 

2.2 Host of thE machinery is old and needs either replacing 
or thoroughly re-conditioning and this s.·ou.ld be much easier to 
carry out if some of the sections could be brought together and 
the best equipment selected for use whilst other items could be 
re-conditioned and some possibly scrapped or kept for spares. 

2.3 1~is rationalization of equipment is especially 
appropriate in the sphere of saw and tool maintenance which, 
with perhaps the exception of one large Knife Grinding Machine 
for the long guillotine kni1'·es for "·eneer peeling in the plywood 
factory, could benefit, enormously from CJ::N1'NAL1::i1NG under one 
roof somewhere near the sawmill which uses the largest blades 
with all other blades and tooling being easily transported to the 
central toolroom. 

2. 4 1'he l'yongyang Wood Complex is extremely fortunate in 
ha,dng a well equipped engineering section quite capable of re
conditioning their own machinery and e"·en manufacturing new 
simple machines and accessories, which is one of the reasons why 
the expert has made the previous suggestions of i111pro1'·ed 
utilization and re-conditioning of existing machinery. 

2.5 1'he expert made extensive use of these facilities 
during his assignment and in fact would ha1'·e made little progress 
without them and this section should be congratulated on their 
willingness to help and on the items manufactured. 

3. J::X.1S1'1NG CU1'1'1NG AGJ:.'N1'S 

3. 1 For several days the expert had a peculiar feeling 
that each workshop "·isi ted were hiding thP.ir tools away, for 
machines such as vertical spindle moulders, routers and drills 
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ne1rer seemed to ha"'·e any cutters attached to their spindles and 
.,.·hen asked .,.·here the tools were no-one t,•olunteered an answer. 
l!.'t,•entually cupboards and storerooms were found with some tooling 
but in most cases these tools were HUMl!:MAlJ.I!." i.e. within the 
Complex, and what is worse were sharpened l"Hl!."l!:HANlJ e,,·en though 
1'WU tool and cutter grinding machines existed bet'ore the neh· 
project machine was purchased. 

3. 2 1·.,.·o or three 1·. c. 1'. circular saw blades were found all 
.,..i th their tips damagerl and one almost new expensi t,•e ninety tooth 
blade had ALL its tips broken and they will all hat,·e to be 
replaced. 

3.3 Ordinary circular plate blades are used extens11rely 
throughout the complex and these blades are locally made and the 
quality is not t,·ery good with most blades shoh·ing thin patches 
where surface grinding has not been able to clean up the entire 
surface. ln addition, t,·ariation in hardness is suspected 
although this could not be tested. All blades were sharpened by 
freehand grinding. 

3. 4 1'he standard of cutting agents in the Complex is 
extremely poor since most of thea; are manufactured in the 
complex's own workshops. Whilst trying to be self-reliant is 
t,·ery praiseworthy the standard will have to be impro,,·ed or 
tooling imported because the existing tools are gi,,·ing poor 
results and what is more serious are da~aging bearings on the 
machines with the \•ibration set up at the high speeds used in 
wood machining because the tools are not balanced. 

4. l!:X.1S1'1.'VG 1'UOLHUU,"1 ,"fACHlNl!.'HY ANlJ l!.'{JU11'MJ::N1' 

4 .1 1'here are now four separate toolrooms and one 
sawdoctors workshop in the Complex plus a separate knife grinding 
machine in the plywood factory. Most of the equipment is old but 
b)· selecting the best items and re-conditioning as necessary most 
of the equipment for one good toolroom exists. 

4. 2 1'he only modern piece of machinery is a large caps.city 
Japanese 'l'ool and Cutter Grinding Machine which together with the 
new ltalian machine supplied by the project will m~re than cope 
with all the tools in the Complex. A few additional accessories 
are required for these two machines, mainly mounting arbors to 
cope wi t.h at least five different spindle sizes on machines 
within the Complex. 

4.3 1~ere are four wide bandsaw blade (W.H.H.) tensioning 
rollers in for.:r separate workshops yet one would easily cope with 
all the blades in the Complex. 'l'he best machine is in the 
workshop which does not reall1· need it si11ce they only use narrow 

• 
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bandsas.· blades (N.B.B.) s.·hich are not normally tensioned and the 
worst machine is in the sawdoctors workshop which needs one more 
than any other s.·orkshop. Furthermo-e, the capacity of this 
machine is only for 150mm s.·ide blades yet 180mm blades are used 
in the sas.·mill. 

4.4 1'here is one automatic circular sas.· blade (C.S.B.) 
sharpening machine of Hussian manufacture but it is quite ancient 
and has parts missing and is not worth re-conditioning. 1'his 
machine needs replacing urgently to cope 1.-ith the many C.S.B. 
which are used throu~hout the Complex and to help 
maintain/manufacture 1·. C .1·. circular sas.· to blades. 

4.5 1'here are three &utomatic tt.B.B. sharpening machines 
all ancient designs and need replacing with one modern machine 
which ~ould cope easily with all the bl1ies in the Complex. 

4. 6 k'i th just two weeks remaining of the assignment the 
expert disco1:ered yet another toolroo• making a total ot~ 1''1 VK 
if we include the sawdoctors workshop. 

4. 7 1'wo extremely useful machines were amongst the 
equipment found both of German manufacture and of good quality. 
Une was a h'. B. B. 1'ensioning Holler which appears to be in 
excellent condition ha1:ing had 1:ery little use in the past thirty 
years and the other machine is a k'. J:J. J:J. n llJKAL n Butt Welding 
Machine with a capacity of joining 150mm wide blades. All the 
instruction plates were covered up with a thick layer of paint, 
it 1o·as clear from this that the staff did not kno1o· what t.he 
machine 1o·as and in fact were using it t::> BRAZE join NAHHUtf 
bandsaw blades. lf the machine is still in working order the 
expert hopes to be able to demonstrate how it should be used 
al though he suspects that a much hea1:ier electric supply cable 
will be needed to supply the 60 Amps required. 

5. SAW,"11 LL MACH 1 NJ::H Y 

5.1 '/'he sawmilling machinery i.e. Log J:Jandmills, Band 
Hesas.·s and Vertical J•ramesaws are all quite old and need 
replacing or re-conditioning. During the expert's stay trery 
little solid i.·ood was cut and logs were extremely small. lt 
cou.ld be that a much smaller mo .?rn sawmill could cope but a 
separate study would be needed. 

5.2 1'he main Log J:Jandmill is in 11ery poor condition ha1:ing 
a HUH.t'MAJJ.t' top pu 11 ey to replace the original pulley tr.dsted 
during a fire. Hoth pu1leys desperately need re-grinding but the 
special grinding machine is not a\.·ailable. 'J'hese worn pulleys 
together with incorrect tensioning of the W.JJ.B. are causing 
se\.·ere cracking. 
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5. 3 Many other smaller faults exist 1.-i th guides, shear 
bo&rds etc., completely missing and it is amazing that the blades 
cut as i.·ell as they do but of course production is ,.·ery loi.· and 
logs extremely small. 

K1Cl'KH1' 1 S HKCOHHKNDA '1'1 ONS 

6. l'lLU'J' FUHNl 'l'UHJ::: l'LAN'J' 

6.1 As stated earlier the machines in the L'ilot Furniture 
l'lant do not use many re-sharpenable cutting agents therefore 
1.-i th the nei.· 'l'ool and Cutter Grinder and the additional equipment 
made irJ the Complex together with the further items 1·ecently 
ordereJ the staff trained by the expert should be able to cope 
with the sharpening needs when the plant starts production. 

6. 2 Ub,.·iously expendable items such as 'J'ungsten Carbide 
'l'ips (1·.c.'1'. j, grinding wheels etc., will ha,.·e to be renewed 
from time to time. ln addi tion 1 a supply of 'J:,'asyFloJ.·' brazing 
paste or its equi1'·alent should be ordered to make 1'.C.'J'. 
replacement more easy to carry out and ensure that the material 
used for this J.•ork is correct, the materials a1'·ailable for 
training J.•ere poor and of unknown specification. 'J'he correct 
materials for this work cannot be over emphasized for if tips 
come off during use this can be extremely dangerous since 
operators often stand in front and in 1 ine with the re,.·ol ,.·ing 
blade. ln addition, if one tip comes off and sticks in the wood 
it can damage and ev~n rip off all the other tips on the blade. 

6.3 Lighting in the toolroom of the L~lot L~ant needs to 
be impro,.·ed. 'L'he one 25 lt'att fluorescent light, which seldom 
J.'orked, needs replacing with FUUH 100 Watt tubes for no-one can 
do precision work in the dark. 

7. CJ:.'N'J'HALlZJ!.'U 'l'UULHULJ."1 ANU :-JAWUUC.:'J'UHS lt'UHKSHUL' 

7.1 lt has already been suggested that a Centralized 
'J'oolroom/Sawdoctors workshop using the best machines from the 
existing separate workshops and the new machines and equipment 
recently install.Jd and those items recommended r'or the future 
would be far more efficient. 'l'he existing system is extremely 
wasteful of both machinery and manpower and it is tiery difficult 
to control the various cutting agents used Jorhich could be much 
better utilized if they came into one ~entre for sharpening and 
distribution. 'J'here .is simply no-way ar.yone can justify 1''1V1:.' 
sets at tool room machinery and equipment and a planned changeo,.·er 
to one centr8lized too~room is strongly recommended. 

• 
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7. 2 An al terati \.-e scheme r.·ould be to leat.·e the .Sai.·doctors 
Workshop as a separate unit rd thin the sawmill s.·hich h·ould 
serlhce ALL IV. JJ. JJ. and Standard Circular l'late Blades for the 
Complex, hoi.·et.·er, this is only suggested as an al ternati ,.e on the 
grounds of con\.·enience of location t'or this solution would mean 
duplicating some machinery unnecessarily. 

7.3 'l'he newly disco\.·ered German tr.JJ.JJ. 'l'ensioning Holler 
is now the best in the Complex and looks s.s though it does not 
et.·en need its rollers re-grinding. 'l'his machine should used for 
tensioning all the tr. JJ. JJ. in the Complex with the next best 
machine being re-conditioned and set-up on a separate tensioning 
bench for the /<'ramesar.· blades. 1'his bench is a different design 
to the one used for tr. JJ. JJ. not needing rollers abo\.·e and beloi.· 
the work table but also the height of the bottom roller instead 
of being let.·el r.·i th the bench should be higher by the thickness 
of the framessw blade tabs i.e. about 3 millimeters. 

7. 4 1 f the recommendation for a Central 'l'oolroom is taken 
up it should be in a position to ha'\.·e windows on all sides, for 
good natural light is "·ery important. ln addition, for winter 
use there should be installed plenty of artificial lighting in 
the form of fluorescent tubes. lf possible the floor should be 
of s.·ooden construction or co\.·ered in a wood based material such 
s-; exterior grade plywood or particle board. 'l'his is essential 
for protecting W.JJ.JJ. teeth as they are often placed on the floor 
during ser'\.·icing and will protect other tooling from se"·ere 
damage if accidentally dropped. 

8. AlJLJ11'1UNAL MACHlN.t:Ht' ANJJ .t:Ql:ll'Ml:.:ft''l' 

8.1 'J'he most urgent equipment needed is a set of 
lightweight Uxy-Acetylene welding equipment which is needed for 
use in replacing 'l'.C. 'l'. on circular saJ.· blades and other tooling 
and also for the repair of cracks in W.JJ.JJ. which st present can 
only be temporarily stopped by punchir.g e\.·entuallJ-· ha,,·ing to be 
cut out by braze re-joining, this is a lot of s.·ork and a poor 
solution to the problem. 'J'he basic welding equipment is one of 
the items slreadJ· requisitioned but a k'.JJ.JJ. welding clamp will 
ha,,·e to be made for which the expert 'las provided drawingL 'J'his 
has now been accomplished and training gi '\."en in welding 
techniques. 

8. 2 Next most urgent are tool mounting mandrels for the 
Japanese 'H.t:lAN' tool and cutter grinding machine. 1~ese should 
be 200mm long and main diameters are JOmm, 35mm and 40mm, all 
with No.4 Morse taper ends. 
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8.3 A fully automatic c.s.H. sharpening machine comes next 
in priority. 'l'his is needed to sharpen properly the numerous 
circular plate blades used throughout the Complex but also needed 
for reforming th£ teeth on 1·.c.1'., C.S.H before re-toothing and 
again to reliel.·e the tops of teeth behind the tungsten carbide 
as the carbide tip is sharpened away. 1'he same machine could 
also sharpen N.H.H. if necessary with an attachment which could 
be made in the Complex. 

8.4 . A new W.H.H. Automatic Sharpening Machine is also 
recommended to cope with the blades from the sah-mill and other 
re-saws in the Complex. 

8.5 1'he tooth 1'11'CH of all bandsaw teeth should be 
increased to 45mm minimum and perhaps 50llUll for the log bandmill 
blades. 

8.6 As stated earlier a separate study is needed for the 
sawmill if it is to be modernized and coupled with this is the 
future of the 1''ramesaw Machinery which it is suspected;.·ould not be 
retained. However, as the sawmill is at present, an attachment 
to sharpen the blades ought to considered. 'l'hey come in l.·arious 
stages of sophistication and the basic form to fit the Vollmer 
C.S.H. sharpener would cope with the few blades in use. 

8. 7 'J'he fr. J:J. H. cracking problem will not be sol l.·ed until 
the pulleys are ground on ALL the bandsawing machines. lt may 
be that there is such a mschine al.·ailable elsewhere in the 
country, if so, it should be arranged to borroh· it since they 
are only used for a few hours a year. lf not, the machine is 
not too expensi l.'e end could be utilized in other gol.·ernment 
sah·mills. 

8.8 1'he existing lf.H.H. Swaging 'J'ools are l.'ery poor and 
need replacing together with Side Dressing 1'ools s.·hich they do 
not hal.·e to carry out the whole process properly. 

8. 9. Finally !.·e"·eral small items of ancillary equipment are 
required but do not need explanation here. All the items 
recommended are show11 in Al'l'KNUl.X 1 • 

!) • CAHJ:: ANlJ USI!: Ul'' '1'. C. '1'. CU'l"l'l NU AUJ:.'N'l'S 

9. 1 Hoth management and workers need to realize 
saw blades and tools are anew technology which 
techniques if any benefit is to be derived from the 
cost of such tools, to-date the high cost of the 
purchased would seem to have been a waste of money 
have in the main been damaged rather than worn 
production and sharpening. 

that 1·. c: .'J'. 
needs NJ::w 
additional 
saw blades 
since they 
away s.·i th 
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9. 2 1'he first lesson to get o\·er to s.·orkers is that 
although 1·.c.1'. is extremely hard it is also extremely HH11'1'LJ:: 
and 1JJ:.'L1CA1'l!.: and therefore needs t:.\1'HJ:.'1'1t: CAHt.: when handling as 
the slightest knock against steel, concrete etc. will chip the 
carbide tip often so se,,·erely that it s.·ill need replacing. ln 
some t'actories they realize the importance of this and make 
wooden boxes to keep the tools in during storage and transr'erring 
from toolroom to the machine it is to be used on. 

9.3 Next the fit of c.s.B.on their spindle must be l't:Hl't:C.:1' 
with no play at all for any gap at the spindle will be doubled 
at the cutting edge, for example, a 0.2mm loose fit will mean 
that the teeth run out of true by O. 4mm which could mean that 
only a fes.· of the teeth do any s.·ork since each tooth's bite may 
be less than this 0.4mm. 

9.4 Under the right conditions 1'.C.:.1'., C.S.H. can produce 
a surface finish almost as good as a planing machine, certainly 
good enough t'or glued jointing s.·i thout any additional planing. 
1'his ad\.·antage comes about with the use of 1'.C.1'. blades by the 
fact that the carbide tips are ground so accurately, certainly 
within O. lmm. 1'his excellent feature of 1'.C.1'. blades is 
completely lost if the mounting collars which hold the blades in 
the machine run out of true. All collars should be checked with 
a dial gauge and corrected if not running within O.lmm. ~e did 
repair one blade and decided to test it on the machine. 1~e 
worker remo\.·ed the other blade by using a hammer to loosen the 
securing nut instead of a spanner and it was not surprising to 
r'ind that the teeth ran out of true by approximately 3mm. 
1·.c.:.1'., C.S.H. should not be run on machines like this until the 
collars ha\·e been trued up on their own spindle in a lathe. 

9. 5 1'he practice of using a hammer to tighten and loosen 
securing nuts MUS1' be stopped. 'l'his s.·ill damage bearings, may 
bend spindles which in turn will make cutting agents run out of 
true causing \'ibration which in turn will cause further damage 
to bearings and e\·en cutting agents if 'l'. C. tipped. 

9.6 'J'he tooth pHttern of 'J'.C.:.1'., c.:.s.B. supplied from Japan 
is quite unsuitable for the sharpening facilities in the Complex. 
1'he alternate face be\•els grind half the tip away before it has 
been used and the square faced raker tooth in the pattern 
complicates the sharpening tremendously. A much simpler psttern 
is recommended ha1:ing no face be,,·els, a standard top clearance 
angle of 12 degrees with alternate top be\·el of 10 degrees. 
Hlades for ripping solid wood should have 25 degrees hook angle 
reduced to 10 degrees for blades used for cross-cutting solid 
wood or for cutting sheet materials such as plywood, blackboard 
and particle board. 'J'his much simplified pattern will cut quite 
satisfactorily, stay sharp longer and be much ettsier to sharpen. 
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1 v. 1'UULJWUM S1'Al'F 1'H.A1N1NG 

10.1 1'here was a few changes in the staff J.•ho came for 
training and some J.'ho did not al s.·sys turn up. 1'his 1.-as 
understandable since it was impossible to maintain their interest 
when we only had one machine on which to train and worse still, 
very few cutting agents to sharpen. ln addition to this, the 
expert had to spend a lot of time in the engineers workshop far 
away from the toolroom super\.·ising the making of equipment J.•hich 
was necessary to h1n·e in order to carry out the training. 

lu.2 'l'he other Japanese 'J'ool and Cutter Grinder ~•ould ha\.·e 
helped considerably but this was in another building some 
distance as.·ay making it impossible to super\.·ise the two machines 
at the same time. 

10. 3 ln retrospect the three-month mission would ha\.·e been 
better split in two with a short sur\.·ey period by the expert 
undertaken at the beginning when the much needed equipment for 
training could ha\.·e been purchased and other items manufactured 
in the Complex 's engineers workshop in ad\.·anced of the second 
phase. lt might e\.·en ha\.·e been possible to have persuaded 
management to have centralized the 'l~olrooM or at least to have 
mo\.·ed the other good Japanese 'l'ool and Cutter Grinder into the 
project's 'l'oolroom for training purposes. Had this been done an 
ar.·ful lot of time which has been wasted would ha\.·e been a\.·oided 
and the amount and \.'ariation in training greatly impro\.·ed. 

10.4 1'wo of the trainees did attend regularly and proved 
\."ery interested and quite capable. 'l'hese were Hr. J'ak Hung Hok 
who attended from the beginning and in the expert's opinion ought 
to be placed in charge of the l'ilot l'lant 's 1·001 room and Hr. Ki• 
Ho Son a young man from the sawmill's sawdoctors workshop J.'ho 
would make an excellent assistant. 'J'ogether these two could 
easily cope s.·i th the cutting agents from the L'ilot l'lant and 
could also sharpen other cutting agents from other workshops 
within the Complex. 

10. 5 'I'he expert went through the process of setting up al 1 
the new unused cutters for the l~lot l~ant but without actually 
sharpening them. 'J'rainees were asked to record all the \."arious 
angles and workhead positions used so that when production 
commences and cutters are blunted they should be able to cope 
fairly easily. 
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10.6 1'he damas·ed 90-tooth 1.C.1'., c.s.B. w-9s completel ... - re
conditioned including re-forming the teeth to recei .. -e the tips 
which had been altered in shape by free-hand grinding. 'l'he 
recommended simplified tooth pattern was used when sharpening so 
there should be no misunderstanding what is required. 

10. 7 An entirely nei.· 1'. C .1·. bl a.de was made using a blank 
plate made in the Complex. Unly 24 teeth were put on to 
demonstrate the square topped 1'. C .1. tip as recommended t'or 
ripping purposes. 

10.8 As many other cutting agents were sharpened as could 
be found !o git,re as much tra.tning as possible and it is felt 
that the two trainees mentioned earlier ha .. ·e acquired a good 
basic knowledge of tool and cutter grinding and the repair of 
1'.C.1'. tools. 

10. 9 1'he expert demonstrated crack welding of k'. H. H. i.·hich 
stirred up a lot of interest in the sawmill where cracking of 
blades is a big problem. 1'his led to a welding clsmp to the 
expert's design being gade so that he could train staff before 
he left. With the clamp made he also was able to train staff on 
the process of weld Joining ot' w. B. H. i.·hi ch is superior to the 
now generally obsolete method of braze joining as being used in 
the Complex. 

10. 10 All in all quite a lot of training wes 
accomplished despite the lack of equipment at the beginning for 
it was found that many of the staff of the Complex were quite 
skilful in their oi.·n way and could assimilate i.·hat wss taught 
quite quickly. 

11. l!.'~Ull'M.t'N1' MAlJJ:: UH Ht:C:UNJJ11'1UN.t'JJ 

11 .1 Unfortunately i.·hen the expert arri \.'ed at the beginr1ing 
of the mission he had almost no tools to work h'i th and after 
l'H.t"l'l!.'NJJlNG to sharpen the few Nt:k' cutters purchased for the l'ilot 
l'lant had to look around for other things to do. l!.'ach new idea 
he came up with pro .. ·ed to need some tool or equipment not 
a\.·ailable so there was nothing else for it but to design and ha .. ·e 
made the items required. 'l'his wasted a lot of time, for the 
expert nearly always had to super\.·ise the work, howe\.·er, the 
trainees were in .. ·olt:ed whene\.·er possible and can now, for 
examp.!e, make their own straight edges and simple gauges plus 
grind the faces of the special sawdoctors tensioning hammers to 
the correct shapes, the hammers having been msdP in the Complex. 
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1!.2 Une ot' the k'. B. l:J. 1'ens1or.ing Nachines i.·as reconditioned 
and the expert re-ground the hardened steel rollers on the lathe 
in the engineers shop. Again staff watched and assisted so some 
training i.·as achi.e,,·ed e"'·en if l. t i.·as i.·ay out on the peripher;y of 
what i.·e i.·ere supposed to be doing. 1'his machine actually pro ... ·ed 
beyond satist'actory repair, as the expert expected it i.·ould be, 
but at least the engineering staff should have confidence enough 
to re-grind the other two better machines which also need doing. 

11.3 A large C.S.B. t"nsioning an,,·il and a set ot' sperial 
ha11J1Ders were made in the engineers workshop the anvil is of good 
quality ste.~l cut from a huge shaft wei.ghing about 2 tons but l. t 
really needs the i.·orking cur,,·ed face HAHlJJ::NlNC:, this may be full.•· 
hardened and tempered or may be C:ASJ::--HAJWJ:.:NJ::lJ l.. e. just a thin 
layer on the working t'ace by heating in a furnace for a long 
period co,,·ered with a carbon hardening compound. 

11.4 A jig for locating accurately the 1'.C. tips when 
brazing them onto the circular sai.· blades i.·as also made ar.d 
pro,,·ed ,,·ery useful for training and the repair of se\·eral blades 
including the 90-tooth blade mentioned earlier and the new blade 
entirely made in the Complex. 

11. 5 A cutter balar,cing stand i.·as designed and made to trai.n 
staff on this important aspect. l're\·iously staff in the Complex 
were under the wrong impression that i.f cutters weighed the same 
they i.·ould be balanced. 1'his is .'VU1' necessarily so for it is 
possible to have two cutters i.·eighing the same but of different 
shapes and therefore haldng centres of gra\·i ty in di ft'erent 
places. 

11. 6 A list of items is shown in Al'l'l!:NlJlX 11 

1 •) " . UNl l!J::HSAL 1'UUL ANlJ CU1'1'l!:H GHlNLJl!:H 'l'HAlNlNG ft1ANlJAL 

12.1 'J'o i.-rite a training manual during a three month mission 
is quite a task 5.'hen each day is taken up in the factory carrying 
out practical work, however it di.d help to fill in the eveni.ngs 
and i.·eekends and was completed during the first month as far as 
tbe J::ngl ish text was concerned. ln t'act, some of the text 5.'as 
handed in for translation after the first two weeks. 'J'he 
traslation pro,,·ed difficult and in the end Hr. Cha Chol Ho, the 
official interpreter for the expert worked evenings and weekends 
to get the work done which was completed by approximately the 
se"·enth week lea\•ing a month for the :Jrawings to be re-draughted 
and the manual printed. 

• 
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12. 2 Hr. Hwang Se Yong ot' the UNlJl' Ut'fice did a mar\.·ellous 
job of typing the l!:nglish text and setting out the half page 
arrangement rearly to recei \.0 e the Korean text. He e\.·en got us out 
of trouble when the L'nglish printed words on the draJn.ngs pro\·ed 
difficult t'or the draughtswoman by setting tlie titles and 
information out on the computer in nice lettering so that the 
drawings could be stuck on to the ready printed sheets. lt is 
nice to. meet such talent in a situation J.rhere man;;· things pro\·e 
so difficult. 

12.3 'l'he draughtswoman i.·ho re-drew the expert's sketchs 
also did a \.·ery good job considering the poor equipment she had 
to work with. lf more training manuals are needed in the future 
then a set of proper drawing pens and lettering sten=ils should 
be bought for the project's use. 'l'he up-grading of the technical 
draJdng, the expert feels, is equally as useful a training aspect 
as the practical work. 
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Al'l'KNJJllC. 1 

HKCOllllKNJJKJJ NJs'lt llACHlNKl.U ANJJ KQU1l'llKN7' 

Ksti•ated Cost 
(U.S. JJollars) 

1. Lightweight welding Kquipment complete 

2. Narrow Bandsaw Blade Butt Welding 
Machine and Shears 

3. 'l'wo Lightweight Angle Grinders with JJiscs 

4. '1':.;o JJouble l!.'nded Bench Grinding Machine 
plus Wheels 

5. JJiamond JJressing 'l'ool and Stand for 'l'ool 
and Cutter Grinder 

6. l'recision JJrill Chuck for 'l'ool and Cutter Grinder 

7. Automatic C.S.B. Sharpening Machine 
Vollmer Canale 

8. Automatic W.B.B. Sharpening Machine Loroch JLMV 

9. ~·arious Mandrels and Accessories for Japanese 
'l'ool and cutter Grinder 

10. JJial Gauge with Magnetic Stand Heading in Metric 

11. J::lectric J::ngra1ring 'l'ool with 'l'ungsten Carbide '.l'ip 

12. w.B.B. Swaging and Side Vressing 'J'ools 

13. JJandsaw Machine l'ulley Grinding ,ftlachine 
with Motorized Head 

14. w . .H.H. Shears with 200mm Capacity 

15. Set of l"our 75mm-Viameter Hubber or Nylon 
Swivelling Wheels for Welding 'l'rolley 

650 

2,950 

500 

560 

150 

100 

15' 000 

12, 000 

800 

75 

40 

1 , 000 

1 '500 

500 

50 
----------------------

7' 0 7' A L : 3.5 I 875 

Note: t~rst 6 items already requisitioned. Uther items 
will need specifications if funds are approved. 
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• 
Al'l'KNDl.X. 11 

ANClLLAHY EIJU11'11KN7' llANU1''AC'l'UHED 1N 7'HE COHl'Lll 

1'ungsten Carbide 1'ip Brazing Jig 

Circular Saw .Blade 1'ensioning Amdl 

3. Set of 1'ensioning J,a11U11ers 

4. Set of 1'ensioning Straight .t:dges 

5. Centre Height Gauge for New 1'ool &: Cutter Grinder 

6. Cutter Balancing Stand 

7. Cutter Setting Stand 30mm Arbor 

8. Grinding wheel Arbor for Japan~se 1'ool &: Cutter Grinder 

9. Heconditioned k'.B.H. 1~nsioning Holler Machine 

10. Wide Bandsar.· Blade flrelding Clamp 

11. Wide Handsaw Blade Swaging Vice 




